
  

  

Puppy Clicker Training Course 

 

These puppy classes have been developed with an emphasis on preventing common behaviour problems 
and helping your dog to take responsibility for being well behaved.   

Ideally these skills are incorporated into daily life so time spent training your dog is reduced.  This will of 

course take consistency and commitment from you as an owner, but once the habits of interacting are 

established it will become a natural way of living with your dog.   

There are ten Life Skills listed which cover all the aspects of a dog’s life.   

The course has been split into two 4 week blocks. 

The 2 courses will help you to understand the concepts, learn the skills and work out how to integrate 

them into your lifestyle.   

The Life Skills have been phrased from the perspective of the dog to emphasise at all times that this is 
what the puppy is learning to put into practice, not what we are training them to do. 

The 10 Life Skills that will be incorporated into the training class 

1. I can be calm 

2. I like to be touched 

3. I can listen 

4. I need help to make the right decisions 

5. I have good manners 

6. I have confidence 

7. I like surprises 

8. I have self-control and can tolerate frustration 

9. I know the rules 

10. I am allowed to be a dog 

 
1. Settle training - place a mat on the floor. Give your puppy something to lick or chew on the mat. 

Some pups will lay down on their mat quickly. Other pups will take a while or may even prefer to 
stand whilst licking.  

 
This is a great exercise to work on using the clicker and plenty of treats. When your pup stands on 
the mat click and drop a treat to the mat and repeat in quick succession, up to 6 times.  
 
Then withhold the click and wait and see what behaviour your puppy offers. If they sit, click, and 
treat. Repeat 8 – 10 times.  
 
Withhold the click. Your puppy may put their nose to the mat, if they do offer this behaviour click 
and treat. If they don’t just be patient. It can help sitting in a chair and having your treats in a plastic 
tub. Just ignore your puppy but keep watching them. If your pup lies down click and treat and repeat 
clicking and treating for the down behaviour. 

 
Once your puppy lays on the mat only click for when they lay on the mat. Don’t click if your puppy is 
standing or sitting on the mat or they will become confused and will only offer you the sit or the 
stand on the mat.  

 
If you hold your treats in your hand or have your hand in your treat bag your puppy will keep looking 
at your hands and won’t pay any attention to their mat or the behaviour that they should be doing. 
You need to be really patient with this exercise. 
 



  

  

2. Focus work – is an important behaviour to teach your puppy as it can help with keeping them calm 

and will help with loose lead walking. When your puppy looks at you their lead will remain loose. We 
are going to start to work on your puppy’s eye contact with you. 

 

a. When they make eye contact with you, click and drop a treat to the floor 

b. Repeat this exercise clicking and treating within a second of them offering eye contact 

c. Then you can start to increase the time that your puppy looks at you by delaying clicking and 
treating. Start at about 5 seconds, reward your pup for holding eye contact.  

d. Randomly change the amount of time  

 

3.   Loose Lead Walking – take it slow and steady for this exercise and practice in  small chunks. Start 
by having your puppy close to you. Click and treat by  dropping your treat to the floor. If your 
puppy moves away from your leg wait  for them to return to being beside you. Pay your puppy for 
staying close.  
 

At this stage we aren’t going to be walking far with the puppy. Just take one pace lure the puppy into 
a sit and click and treat. If your puppy comes round to sit at the front of you try luring them back 
round to the side you want them on. Practice this technique on and off the lead in many 
environments. If their bottom keeps swinging out to one side you can use a wall as a barrier  

 
4. Freework – this is a fantastic exercise to help to lower your puppy’s arousal level.  

 
Set up an area within your home for this activity. Use scrunched up paper, carboard boxes, to hide a 
few treats in. Also have some plastic or silicone items that you can spread some paste – e.g. cream 
cheese, peanut butter or liver paste onto. If you have 5 items for your puppy to sniff and 5 items for 
your puppy to lick this will be a good number for them to investigate. 
 
Out of the 5 items to sniff only place food in 2 or 3 of the items and out of the items to lick only put 
the paste onto 2 or 3 of the items. Spread them out a little and when the area is set up you can then 
take your puppy to the area. 
 
Don’t instruct them, just sit back and watch them investigate the area. This must be done without 
instruction. It will help to lower their arousal level. As your puppy gets better at this activity you can 
add more things to sniff and lick and even do this activity outside. 
 
 

 4. Desensitisation - try and introduce many new things to your puppy each week so they have lots of 
different experience. Keep your distance initially and gradually get closer if your puppy is 
comfortable. 

 
Week 2  
 
1. Settle on the mat – reinforce this behaviour everywhere you go with your puppy. Take a piece of vet 

bed or a blanket with you. Use the same one as it will be familiar to your puppy and will help them 
to settle. Use your Lickimat or Kong or a safe chew – rabbit ear, pizzle or dehydrated meat to help 
them to relax. 
 

2. Handling skills – your puppy needs to be comfortable being handled. Use a lickimat or a Kong to 
help your puppy to have a positive association of being touched. 



  

  

 

3. Chin – this is a fantastic exercise to help with handling. Place a treat between your thumb and 
forefinger and put your clicker in your palm so you can easily click it. Offer the other cupped hand 
under your puppy’s chin whilst you are placing the treat on their nose. Draw your hand towards you 
so the puppy’s chin drops into your hand. As soon as it does click and treat. Start to increase the 
duration of the puppy resting their chin in your hand by delaying clicking and treating. 
 

4. Loose lead walking – following on from last week we are going to be walking further in between the 
clicks. Put your puppy into heel position click and treat. Take two steps forwards and click and treat. 
You can walk a square with them and change your direction. Remember to click and treat every 2 
paces. If they are coping well with this and staying close start to increase the number of paces you 
walk with your puppy beside you. If you find you are tempted to tighten the lead when you are 
walking your puppy try attaching the lead to you.  
 

If you use a training lead it can go around your waist so both your hands are free. One to click the 
other to treat. Always treat from the hand nearest the head as this will help with your pups 
positioning. 
 

5. Recall – the first part of recall is a collar grab. This is the most important part of the recall that you 
need to desensitise your puppy to.  
 
Sit on the floor with your puppy and you are going to hold a treat near their nose and slowly move 
your hand underneath their chin and take hold of the collar or harness. Going under the chin is less 
threatening for the puppy. Practice this in many different locations with your puppy. If you have 
them on their lead at the time of doing this training it will prevent them from running away from 
you as this behaviour is self rewarding. You must never chase your puppy. 
 
Once the puppy is comfortable with you taking hold of the collar you can start playing follow the 
leader. Be exciting when you play this game with your puppy. Run a few paces one way. When they 
come over to you click and place the treat on the ground and run away from them again. Don’t go 
too far. If your puppy gets over-excited you need to slow your running down a bit. Keep repeating 
this a few times. 
 
You now need to start introducing the gentle collar grab with your puppy when they come towards 
you. Move away from your puppy and crouch down low on the floor, when they come to you click 
and reach forward take hold of the collar, keep hold and feed your puppy lots of treats. When you 
let go of your puppy use a release word – “free” or “break”.  Move away from your puppy again and 
click and treat for them coming close. Move away from them a few times playing the calm chase 
game. Every so often you need to add in the collar grab. Practice putting the lead on and walk with 
your puppy then release them again.  
 
If your puppy doesn’t come near you, you may need to have them on a lightweight line that you can 
get hold of it until they have got better at coming close to you. If they move away from you move in 
the opposite direction. If you are training them in your garden, you can also introduce hide-and-seek 
games. Make it fun keep it interesting for your puppy, 
 
As they come towards you through a treat behind you through your legs so the puppy is happy 
coming really close. 
 



  

  

Practice this in many environments. If working in a wide-open space and you aren’t confident about 
letting pup of the lead use a long line so you will be able to keep your puppy safe 
 

6. Desensitisation – keep working on your habituation list 

 

Week 3 

3. Settle training – you can turn your settle training into a game for your puppy to increase the value of 

the mat. When your puppy is laying on the mat wait a few seconds then click and throw your treat 

away from your puppy. They will run off the mat to get the treat.  

 
Wait for them to go back to the mat. If they don’t understand what you want them to do, stand 

close to the mat and wait for your puppy to come back to the mat and click and throw the treat 

away from the mat again. Throw the treat in different directions and distances. Practice in lots of 
different locations.  

 

Remember to practice in multiple locations. 
 

4. Polite greetings – start with the puppies at a distance from each other and walk a circle with pups on 

opposite sides walk in an arc. Or you can walk parallel at a distance. You need to reward your puppy 

for giving you lots of eye contact. If puppies start to get excited you need to increase distance and 

teach your puppy that if they look at the other puppy and then check in with you they will be 

rewarded. 

 

You can also use a playpen as a barrier and allow the calmer dog or puppy to walk over and sniff the 

other puppy whilst you are feeding treats to both dogs.  

 

Its essential to avoid staring and you need to work at keeping the puppies calm. If they get over 

excited when meeting then increase distance. It doesn’t matter if it takes a few attempts at different 

times for puppies to meet. It is better for them to have calm positive greetings right from the start. 

 

5. Impulse control – It is essential that puppies learn about impulse control early on. This can be taught 

in different ways. 2 examples are settling on the mat under distractions and leaving food or toys. 

We have already been working on settle so let’s look at teaching them how to leave food. 

The most effective way is having high value treats in your hand. With a closed fist place this near to 
your puppy’s nose. Wait for them to move away and click and reward from the other hand. Keep 

building on this. As your puppy is exposed to the closed hand with treats in more they will learn not 
to move towards the treat as they will be rewarded quicker. When your puppy can completely 

ignore the closed hand start to open it. As you open your hand if your puppy moves towards it close 

your hand. Keep repeating until you can have an open hand with treats in and your puppy ignores.  

You are teaching them if you leave this you can have that. 

This behaviour will also help to teach your puppy to not grab at your hand to snatch treats from it 

6. Loose lead walking – keep progressing this training in lots of locations ensuring you click and treat 

frequently when it is a new environment. Take a good variety of treats to help to keep your dog 

motivated. 

 
7. Desensitisation – keep working through the habituation list.  



  

  

 

Week 4 

1. Settle – your pups will start to be pros at settling in many environments. 

 
2. Loose lead walking – now that your puppy has been paid consistently when it is next to you both on 

and off lead they will be starting to stay closer as you walk. Keep your loose lead walking training 

interesting. Don’t keep walking in circles. Add in changes in direction and pay for eye contact 

frequently this will help to keep your puppy close to you. 

 

3. Sit – is usually one of the first behaviour most puppy owners work on with their pup. What we are 

going to be doing in this lesson is looking at teaching your puppy to sit in different scenarios.  

 

In this activity we can build up the three D’s – Duration, Distraction and Distance. 

 
Work at each “D” separately building on each at your puppy’s pace 

 
 Infront of you with no distractions 

 Beside you with no distractions 

 Infront of you with distractions 

 Beside you with distractions 

 Whilst you are walking 

 Teach pup to hold sit for increased duration 

 Teach pup to hold sit whilst under distraction 

 Teach pup to hold sit at a distance from you 

 Teach pup to hold sit for increased duration, whilst under distraction at a 

distance from you 

 

i. If your pup already knows the sit cue, ask for sit. If not, then wait until your puppy offers 

the behaviour and mark when it has achieved it. Repeat in different situations. Practice 

this with your pup in front of you and beside you. 

 

ii. Ask for the behaviour in different situations building in distractions. 

 

iii. As you are walking with your puppy ask them to sit. It will be easier to ask them when 

they are looking at you. 

 

iv. Start to delay marking the sit to build on the duration, then work at this under 

distraction. 

 
v. Try asking your pup to sit when they are at a distance from you. If you mark and throw 

the treat to the puppy, they will be more likely to keep at a distance from you. This 

behaviour can then be used for an emergency stop. When they are sitting at a distance 

start to delay rewarding to increase the duration and practice in different settings. 

 

4. Stop jumping up - Teaching a good sit as set out above will help with the stop jumping up behaviour. 

It is essential that you don’t’ acknowledge the jumping up in anyway which is easily done: Fussing 



  

  

the puppy when they jump, telling them to get down or shouting no at them or pushing them off 

you. If you turn your back away from the puppy it will encourage them to jump at your back.  

Another technique you can use is as follows: 

As your puppy approaches you and before it gets the opportunity to jump up go down low with a 

treat on the floor between your puppy’s paws. Keep repeating this. The puppy will often choose to 
sit down in front of you as they will be expecting the treat. Gradually increase your excitement so 

the puppy learns that they will only get a treat if they are sitting with four feet on the floor. 

5. Desensitisation  - keep working on the habituation list. As your puppy approaches adolescence, they 

can become fearful of things they have been exposed to but early habituation can really help to 

prevent this. If they do show signs of fear towards a particular object or person just remember to 

increase the distance and keep offering food so you are pairing something amazing with something 

that is a little bit scary. Work at your puppy’s pace. 

 
 

Week 5 
 

1. Settle – with more distractions. Have you tried taking your puppy to the pub?  

 
2. Loose lead walking – build in distractions. Frequent rewards for focusing on you and the lead 

remaining slack 

 

3. Handling – basic chin exercise is an excellent behaviour to work on with your puppy. place a treat 

between your thumb and forefinger in the hand with the clicker. Cup the other hand and place your 

cupped hand just below your dog’s chin ad you place your hand with the treat on your puppy’s nose. 

When their chin touches your hand click and treat. Repeat this process until they are starting to 

lower the weight of their head onto your hand.  

Use this exercise when you are at the Vets and you need to try and keep your puppy calm and still. 

4. Recall – Keep building on your puppy’s recall when out and about. Using a whistle is a really good 

option as the whistle will travel further and your dog will be more likely to respond as it is always 

consistent.  

 

Always give your puppy plenty of high value treats when they come back to you. Always choose 

different places on familiar walks to let your puppy of the lead and then to put them back onto the 

lead again so they don’t get overly confident and choose not to return to you. 

Never chase your puppy but be super exciting to encourage them to return to you. 

5. Desensitisation – you should have done lots of exposure with your puppy by now. If you are 

experiencing any fear related issues please let Naomi know and we can work through these either in 

class or in a private session. 

  



  

  

Week 6 

1. Settle – keep working with more distractions, distance from the mat and duration you want your 

pup to stay on the mat for. 

 

2. Sit – keep progressing the sit behaviour with your pup so they are comfortable sitting in many 

different locations and scenarios. When your pup can hold a sit for increased duration and under 

distractions you can easily progress this behaviour onto a stay or wait. 

 

3. Down – as your pup has been laying on their mat, teaching the down on cue should be relatively 

easy. You can free shape the behaviour by marking each time your puppy lays down independently. 

Try teaching them in different environments. Associate the cue when your pup is offering you the 

behaviour more quickly. 

 

4. Recall – practice recall under more distractions. If your puppy is running from you call them and as 

they turn to come back mark this behaviour and pay as soon as they come to you. You can use a cue 

to let your puppy know that they are free to run. Frequent recalls and paying for natural check ins 

from your puppy is essential for having a really good recall. 

 
5. Loose lead walking – your puppy should be offering really good loose lead walking now with the 

techniques we have used. Try not to always walk in a straight line with them. If you are in a park or 

on a field, use the space to walk very randomly with your puppy, add in lots of changes in directions 

and keep on changing the speed you walk at. By reinforcing each time your puppy is beside you they 

will want to offer the behaviour more frequently. 

 

4. Desensitisation - doesn’t need to stop when your puppy gets to 20 weeks. Keep having new 

adventures with your puppy. 

 

Following on from this course if you want to keep progressing your loose lead walking training we offer 

a 3 week loose lead walking course. We can tailor the session for each individual attending so you 

wont need to cover the basics again unless you really want to. 

 
We also offer a recall course to help you to build confidence in letting your pup run freely off lead. 

Please visit our website for further information and book. 

For other training requirements we can offer bespoke training packages for 1-2-1 sessions or train by 

the trainer service. Please have a look at our website Home - Paws 4 Training 

 

https://paws4training.net/

